
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WHY A PLAN FOR IMPROVEMENT AND GROWTH? 

A human organization is in continuous improvement. The complexities of schoolwork are mind-

boggling. Targets move, ideas change, new interventions or programs come into play. 

Measurements of success that focus on testing metrics is just part of the reason, and seemingly, 

riddled with variables. In a general sense, we at Foothills are concerned about literacy, 

numeracy and the well-being of the child.  Implementing new interventions, strategies, and 

working on the details of students with needs, all require us to think with a mind-set of 

improvement and growth.  With that, we need to plan and commit with the best intentions, put 

our plans into action, assess the outcomes, work together, and create the changes that are 

needed.  

WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR OUR GROWTH AND IMPROVEMENT? 

Administration, teachers, service providers, resource teachers, Title I staff, students, parents… 

everyone. Some goals are a focus on some grade levels, but the team of grade levels will work 

together.  

DATA POINTS FOR CHANGE  

Thankfully, Foothills has a lot of data we can review to see what changes we see are the best 

for our school environment, meet our mission and vision, and meet the desired changes in 

PUSD.  

• Staff Survey – Annual PUSD 

• Parental Survey- Annual PUSD 

• Student Survey- Annual PUSD 

• Staff Mission and Vision Survey- Annual Foothills 

• AZMERIT Scores 

• AZELLA Scores 

• Behavior Data- Foothills  

• Staff Feedback throughout the year on school initiatives. 

• Teacher Evaluation Data 

• Comprehensive Needs Assessment (CNA) – Foothills Title I Plan  

• On-Line Learning Programs- iReady Math and Reading, ALEKS, Achieve 3000.  

• PUSD Schoolnet Assessment Data  

*UPDATE:  Due to school closure and a different start to the school year. Some data and reports 

will be inclusive to ideas for the 20-21 school year.  

 

 



OVERLAP  

The various data, our SLO goals, our initiatives, our mission and vision… are they separate? Not 

necessarily. They work together, they influence each other’s results, and they eventually 

overlap. Our plan for continuous improvement and growth will have a rippling effect in many 

areas.   

TITLE I-GOAL PROCESS 

Title I goals are related to school needs and budgetary correlations. This Comprehensive Needs 

Assessment (CNA) Tool will determine our school's program strengths and find the most 

significant needs. The process is timely but provides Foothills Initiative Team and Site Council 

voice.  Utterly understanding of what the primary needs are and why (root causes) they happen 

will direct us to a desired outcome in a reasonable way.  These goals are deep and we could 

continue these for more than 1 year. Evidence that we collect to determine our desired 

outcome will be given to ADE.  

WHAT IS A “GOAL”?  
A Goal is a Desired Result 

In our work as a school we have some desired results that feel closer to our school culture, our 

staff and most importantly our students.  These desired results and aligned actions are best 

when they arise from the feelings of our staff, parents, community, and students. Some “goals” 

seem systematic and a bit more “pressurized” and a “resolution” to a “problem.”  While the 

ones we desire seem to be more realistic and more related to our best effort and work we will 

find more success.  We have an opportunity at Foothills to change the systems “desired 

resolution” into a “desired result”.  Let us do it together!  

WHAT ARE OUR 2020-21 GOALS?  

Due to school closure there are some focused highlights. There is no relevant academic data 

from the state or district assessment work, even from our own academic goals. This school 

year, we plan to have goals based on: 

1. Writing -K-8 

2. On-Line academic program usage from school and home.  

3. Title I- Social/Emotional Behavior  

4. Title I- Parent engagement  

5. Title I- Achieve 3000 usage in 6-8th grade  

 



HOW DO WE KNOW?  

Administration will monitor the informative data and share with staff and community how 

things are going. On the Foothills web page, there is a School Goal section to see some 

highlights and updates.  

WHERE IS THE DATA AND EVIDENCE?  
All data will be collected and shared with the staff on the Foothills Hub (shared staff site).  This is a 

location called the Data Driven Decision-Making area.  This shared drive allows for easy links in 

communication to access the current data.  

HOW DOES IT CHANGE? 

Actions based on evidence, throughout the school year, will help us maintain or adjust attempts 

to make things better. Regular communication of the school goals to staff, consistently, will 

help keep the goals in mind and help address the needs.  



GOAL SPECIFICS AND EVIDENCE  

# Goal Title Purpose Evidence 

1 
School- Effective 

Instruction 
Writing -K-8 

Our School maintains best practices and best 
opportunities to implement writing chances in all 
academic areas to improve their writing skills. 

• Pre/mid/post assessment writing data 

• Rubric reliability data 

• K-8 consistent usage rubrics  

• Student and staff feedback 

2 
School- Effective 

Curriculum 

On-Line 
academic 
program usage 
from school and 
home. 

Our school staff systematically monitors, reviews 
and evaluates the implementation and 
effectiveness of adopted curricula ensuring 
continuous improvement for all students. 

• Weekly monitored on-line usage 

• Pre/mid/post on-line assessment data 

• Rewards for high usage and growth 

• Correlate on-line usage with student information 
(EL, IEP, Behavior, etc.) and academic growth 

• Assigned lesson achievement levels 

• Student and staff feedback 

3 

Title I- 
Conditions, 
Climate & 

Culture 

Title I- 
Social/Emotional 
behavior and 
academic growth 

Our school offers services to fully support the 
academic and social emotional needs of students. 

• Behavior expectation documents  

• Plan for tier 1, 2, 3 behavior and academics 

• Monthly review and collected behavior data 

• Staff, student, and family feedback 

4 
Title I- Family 

and Community 
Engagement 

Title I- Parent 
engagement for 
academic growth 

Our school creates and maintains positive 
collaborative partnerships among families, 
communities and school to support student 
learning. 

• Highlighted essential standards by grade level 

• Parent Learning Nights for skills related to essential 
standards in reading and/or math 

• Communication to parent of specific academic skill 
need for home intervention 

• Parent, student, and staff feedback 

5 
Title I- Effective 

Curriculum 

Title I- Achieve 
3000 usage in 
6th-8th grade 

Our school staff systematically monitors, reviews 
and evaluates the implementation and 
effectiveness of adopted curricula ensuring 
continuous improvement for all students. 

• Same Evidence as Goal #2 


